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METHODOLOGY
AN APPROACH TO THE FEEDBACK CONTROL
OF NONLINEAR ECONOMETRIC SYSTEMS
n' GREGORY CHOW'
Using the method of dynamic programming, an approximately optimal feedbackcontrol solution is
obtained to minimize the expectation of a quadratic loss function givena system of nonlinear structural
econometric equations. Both the cases of known parameters and uncertain parametersare treated. The
desirability of having a solution in feed back/ orm is discussed. The KleinGoldberger modelserves as an
illustration.
In this paper, I present an approach to perform approximately optimalfeedback
control to minimize the expectation of a quadratic loss function givena system of
nonlinear structural econometric equations. The method is explained forsimul-
taneous equation systems with given or unknown parameters (Sections 1 and 2).
The usefulness of having a solution in feedback form is discussed (Section3). The
KleinGoldberger model is used as an illustration (Section4).
1. FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR KNOWN ECONOMETRIC SYSTEMS
The solution presented in this section for the feedback control ofa nonlinear
econometric system with known parameters has been obtained in Chow(1975,
Chapter 12) and Chow (1976). The former reference appliesthe method of
Lagrange multipliers while the latter applies the method of dynamicprogramming
to the control of an econometric system with unknown parameters and deduces
the solution as a by-product. The exposition in this sectionapplies dynamic
programming to the case of known parameters directly. It attemptsto relate the
theory of control for nonlinear systems to linear theory andemphasizes the
computational aspects of the solution more than the previous references.
The i-th structural equation for the observation in period t is
(1.1) Yt = l(Yt, Yr-i, X,,
where y is the i-th element in the vectory, of endogenous variables, x, is a vector
of control variables, iis a vector of parametersandexogenous variables not
subject to control, andis an additive random disturbance with meanzero,
variance cr,, and distributed independently through time. In this section,the
elements ofare treated as given, leaving e,, to be the only random variables.
Section 2 will deal with uncertainty in,which may also incorporate non-additive
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297random disturbances if necessary. Lagged endogenous variables dated prior to
t- 1 wiN he elirntnated by introducing identities of the form Yki Control
variables will be incorporated in the vector y, for two purposes. First, by defining
Ykt = xi,, one can write welfare loss as a function of Yi alone. Second, lagged control
variables can be eliminated by identities of the form Ym:Yk.:-! = x1,,_1. The
system of structural equations (1.1) can be written as
(1.2) Yt4)(y, Yt-i X1, i,)+E,
with t denoting a vector function, and with Er,r




where a, are given targets, and K, are known symmetric positive semidefinite
matrices. The poblem is to minimize the expectation E0W conditioned on the
information available at the end of period 0. Following the method of dynamic
programming, we first solve the optimal control problem for the last period T by
minimizing
(1.4)V.,- = E.1._I(yKTyT-2y,.KT+ a'.1-K.,T)= ET_j(y'rHy-2y'.h+ CT)
with respect to AT-I-. in (1.4) we have defined
(1.5) HT'KT;hTK.,aT;CTa-K.,I2T
for the sake of future treatment of the multi-period control problem. Givenpast
observations Yr-i,YT-2, etc., the problem for period T is solved in the following
steps.
(1) Starting with some trial value i-1- for the control,we setequal to zero
and linearize the right hand side of (1.2) aboutYT-I = y9,-1 (given), XT = ir and
YT-= ywhich is the solution of the system
(1.6) yç=4(y., 4, X,
where y can be computed by some iterative method suchas the Gauss-Seidel.
The linearized version of the structure (1.2) is
(1.7)YT = y.+BIT( YTyT)+BZT(yT I -. Y_I)+B3T(xTT)+T
where the j-th column of B1Consists of the partial derivatives of thevector
function 4) with respect to the j-th element ofYT evaluated at the given values
y, YI x1- and m- and similarly for the j-th column of B2-1- andB3. Computa-
tionally, if the structural functions 4),are listed in Fortran, each column of BIT can
be evaluated numerically as the rates of changein 4), with respect to a small
change in the j-th element ofYr from y, and similarly for B2T and B)T. In
econometric applications, B1is very sparse, each row typicallyconsisting of very
few elements corresponding to the othercurrent endogenous variables in the
equation.
298(2) By solving (1 1), and without resorting to numerous iterative solutions of
the nonlinear model in order to evaluate the required partial derivatives as is
commonly practiced we obtain the linearized reduced-form




Note that, since all the identities used to reduce a higher-order structure to
first-order and to incorporate the current and lagged x's into y, are already
reduced-form equations, the matrix I--BIT takes the form
where the order ofB'Tis the number of simultaneous structural equations
excluding these identities. Thus only IB'T has to be inverted for the computa-
tion of AT, CT and bT in (1.8).
We minimize (1.4) with respect to XT, assuming that YT is governed by
(1.8). This is done by differentiating (1.4) with respect to X1 and interchanging the




= 2ET_ I[C1HT(ATYT_I + CTXT + b + UT) - C'ThT] =0




GT = (ET_jC-HTCI')(ET_I C'THTAT) (1.13)
g= - (E,-_1 C,-HTCTY'(Er_ICI-HTbT - ET_IC4i).
By the linear approximation (1.8), A, C- and bT are not functions ofCTand are
thus nonrandom. Therefore, the expectation signs in (1.13) can be dropped, but
we retain them for future discussion.
Using the solution XT of (1.12) to replace the initial guess 1 in step (1),
we repeat steps (1) through (4) till convergence inObserve that the solution,
even when converging, is not truly optimal because we have used the approximate
reduced form (1.8) with constant coefficientsAT,C.1 and bT. To obtain an exactly
optimal solution, one would first compute Yr as the solution of the stochastic
structure (1.2) withCT included,rather than yas a solution of (1.6). Thus Yr is a








Thederivatives BIT, B2 and BIT in (1.14) which are evaluated at cT. and hence
the matricesACT andbin the resulting reduced form corresponding to (1 .8),
will be dependent onCT.The matrices CT and ginthe solution for XT will he
calculated by (1.13) with the expectation signs retained. Sucha four-step iterative
procedure would be optimal because when the solutionTconverges the value y
given by the linearized structure (1.14) and its reduced form wouldhe exactly
equal toYT,the solution value from the original structure(1.2); the second line of
(1.11) would be exactly equal to the first line andnot be merely an approximation.
The earlier approximate solution amountsto replacing (1.14) by (1.7), i.e.,
linearizing the structure about the nonstochasticy rather than the stochastic9,
thus making the derivativesB11 B2TandB3nonstochastic. The first9-in (1.14),
which equals 1(9T,... ) +Cby (1.2), is replaced by 4(y,...) ± e- or y+in
(1.7). This approximate solution is thesame as the certainty-equivalence solution
obtained by minimizing (1.4) subjectto the constraint (1.2) withCr=O,as is
shown in Chow (1975, Section 12.1).
(5) Using (1.8) forYr and (1.12) for xr, we compute the minimum expected
loss for period T from (1.4), yielding
(L15) VT =y1ET(AT+ C143T)'Hl(AT+C.1G)y_1
±2)'_IE'rj(A+ CJT)'(H1T hT)
+ El_l(bT+ CTg)'H(b± CTgT)
+ E_1 u'TH-ruI.--2ET I(bT+CTg)h+ET_ICT.
To generalize the solution to Tperiods,consider next the 2-period problem
of choosing X1 andXT_ . Since the optimal1Tand VT have already been obtained,
we apply the principle of optimality in dynamicprogramming and minimize with
respect toXT_the expression
(1.16)V_ =ET2(y_IKIyT_,2y-_IKTIaTI+a_IKT_Ia?l+ VT)
=ET_2(Y'T_IHT_IYT_I - 2Yr-ihr_1 + CT_I)
where, after substitution of (1.15) for'T,
(1.17) HT_I=KT_I + ET_I(AT+ C'TQT)'J-fT(Al+TT)
= K-,-1 +ETI(A'THTAT)+G'(ETICITHA)
the second line of (1.17) havingutilized equation (1.13) forG-,-,
(1.18)hT_j= KT_IaT_I + ET1(AT+C,GT)'(hT HThT)
KT_INT-I + ET_ I(AT +CIT)'hT-E1 (A THTIJT)
- GET_ICHbT),
(1.19)CT_I = ET_I(bT+CT)'HT(bT + CTgT)-2ET_I(bTCTgJ)'h7
+a7_K.,-_1a-_1 +ET_IUTHTUT+ET_JCl..
Since the second line of (1.16)has the same formas (1.4), we can repeat thesteps in the solution forXTwith T 1 replacing T,yielding an optimalXT_I in the form
300(1.12) and the corresponding minimum2-period loss ('T-I from (1.16).The
process Continues backward in time until 1and %' are obtained.
Computationally, we suggest the followingsteps for the T-period optimal
control problem. (1) Start with initialguesses ., 2.....XT, solve the system (1 .2)
with e, = 0 fory, y' ... using the GaussScidel method. (2) Fort =
T, 1' 1,..., 1, linearize the structural equationsas in (1.6) and (1.7), noting that
= y has been computed in step 1. Compute the reduced form coefficients
Ar, C, and b, by (1.9). (3) Using(1. 13) and (1.17) alternately,compute G, and H,...1
for t= T, T 1,..., 1. Use (1.18) tocompute h,and (1.13) to compute g,
backward in time. (4) Using the feedback controlequations= G,y,_ +g, and
the system (1.2) withr, = 0, compute successively., y, i2, y, etc. The,will
serve as the initial guesses, in step 1. The process can be repeated until the 2,
converge. (5) Use (1.19) to compute c,.1 backward in time. V1 will becomputed
by (1.15) with I replacing T.
Recall that by our linearization of thestructure about y (rather than about 9,
which depends on r,) all the coefficients A,, C',and b, become constants, and the
expectation signs in all calculations abovecan be dropped. We only retain the
expectation E,..1uH,u, = Ir(H,Eu,u) in the calculationof c,_1 by (1.19), which, by
virtue of (1.9), equals ti H,(IB1(I--B1,y'.
2. FEEDBACK CONTROL. WITH UNKNOWNPARAMETERS
The exposition of Section 1 has paved theway for introducing randomness in
the parameters i, in the system (1.2). Ia principle,random m can be treated in the
same way as random r,. To obtain an exact solution to the last-periodcontrol
problem by the method of Section 1, it isnecessary to linearize (1.2) about 9-, the
solution value of y which dependson the random ET and-. Accordingly, the
coefficients BIT, B2T and B3T in (1.14) andAT, C.. and bT in the resulting
reduced-form are all random functions offlT. The approximate method we
propose to solve the multiperiod control problem with unknownparameters also
follows the 5 steps described at the end of Section1, except that all the expectation
signs have to be kept in the calculations.
To evaluate the expectations suchas E,_I(AH,A,) in (1.17), two approxinia-
tions are made. First, all time subscripts of theexpectation signs are replaced by
zero. Thus information on the probability distribution ofc, and q, as of the
beginning of the planning period is used for thecalculation of the optimal 2;
possible future learning about the unknownparameters is ignored. Second, we
linearize the structure abouty which is the solution of(1.2) with, =0 and r,, set
equal to its mean,, obtaining the structural coefficients B11, B2, and B3,; we then
compute the ij element of expectation E0(AH,A,) by theidentity
(2.1) E0(A H,At)q(AH,A,), + tr H,E0(a1, ã11)(a1, - a,,)'
where A, = (I- and the covariance matrix for any two columnsa-, and
a, of A, can be approximated by the appropriate submatrix in D,coy (ij,)D, D,
being the matrix of the partial derivatives of thecolumns of A, with respect tom.
Numerically, the k-th column of D, is computedas the rates of change of the
301columns of A, with respect to a small change in the k-th element of m from,. For
a more thorough discussion of this method, the reader may refer to Chow (1976).
3. USEFULNESS OF FEEDBACK CONTROL
if we treat the parameters i as known constants and set r = 0, the method of
Section 1 provides a solution to the optimal control of a nonlinear deterministic
system. Currently, a popular way to solve such a deterministic control problem is
to treat the multiperiod loss Was a function of x1 ,...,XT and minimize it by some
gradient, conjugate-gradient or another standard computer algorithm, as in Fair
(1974), Holbrook (1974), and Norman, Norman and Palash (1974). Itmay be
useful to point out the possible advantages of the method of this paperas
compared with this alternative approach.
From the very narrow viewpointofcomputing the optimal policy under
the assumption of a deterministic model, the method of Section 1compares
favorably with the alternative method when the number of unknowns in the
minimization problem is large. The number of unknowns equals the numberT of
planning periods times the number q of control variables. Ifwe are dealing with 32
quarters and 4 control variables, there will he 128 variables, creatinga formidable
minimization problem. Our method, being basedon the method of dynamic
programming with a time structure, converts a problem involving Tsetsof control
variables to T problems each involving onlyone set of control variables. Its
computing cost increases only linearly with T. For each periodt, we solve a
minimization problem involvingq controls; the matrix CHIC to be inverted is
q x q. Also, if q is increased from 4 to 8, we have to solve an 8-variable problem 32
times, whereas the alternative method has to deal with 256variables simultane-
ously.
On the other hand, our method is perhapsmore constrained than the
alternative method by the number of simultaneousequations (the order of the
matrix I - B'T in equation 1.10) in the econometricsystem for our linearization
requires the inversionof I -B. However, by exploiting the bloc-diagonalityand
the sparseness of this matrix, itmay be possible to deal with some 150 to 200
simultaneous equations. More computationalexperience is required to shed light
on this question.
Once we leave the realm of purelydeterministic control, the advantages
of our approach are numerous. First, afterincorporating the random disturbances
s in an otherwise deterministic model, onecan no longer regard as optimal the
valuesofx2......T obtained by solving the deterministic control problem. Only
the value of x1 for the first periodconstitutes an approximately optimalpolicy. In
contrast with the method of deterministic control,the method of Section 1 yields
the approximately optimal(t =2.....T) as a function ofthe yet unobserved
Ytm. It provides analytically an estimate t'of the minimum expected loss
associated with the nearly optimalstrategies. Using the alternative method,one would have to calculateYi from I and j, solve a inultiperiod control problem
from period 2 to T to obtaincalculateY2fromandetc., and repeat the
T-period simulations many timesto estimate the expected lossfrom such a
strategy. Such computations are extremelycostly, if not prohibitive.
302Our method yields a linearized reduced form at each period as a
by-product. The reduced-form coefficients are extremely useful for computing the
various dynamic multipliersofy with respect to current, delayed and cumulative
changesofx,, and for exhibiting how nonlinear the system is and how the various
partial derivatives change through time.
The feedback control equations are useful as a basis of policy recommen-
dations. They can be used to compare different econometric models They can be
incorporated into the econometric model to study the dynamic properties of the
system under control. Once the model is linearized, its dynamic properties can be
deduced by spectral and auto-covariance methods, as described in Chow (1975,
Ch. 3, 4, and 6). Not only the mean paths of the variables from periods one to T,
but their variances, covariances, autocovariances and cross-covariances can be
deduced.
The value of having improved information (a smaller covariance matrix)
for a subset of parameters can be ascertained by comparing the minimum
expected losses computed by varying the covariance matrix of 'q, using the method
of Section 2. As a special case, the comparison of V1 computed by varying the
covariance matrix of E using the method of Section 1 helps to evaluate the
importance of the stochastic disturbances in the expected welfare loss. In short, by
our method, the rich theoryofoptimal control for linear systems can be applied to
the control of nonlinear systems. Parts of this theory will be illustrated in Section
4.
4. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE USING THE KLEIN-GOLDBERGER MODEL
To illustrate our method, the Klein-Goldberger model as adopted by Add-
man and Adelman (1959, pp. 622-624) is used. The equations are listed below.
(4.1)Consumer expenditures in 1939 dollars= C=
Yi = -22.26+O.55(yo+ XjyI9)O.4i(YI4Y21Y3)
+0.34(y9+x3 - y22)+O.26y1,_I -O.Ol2YH,-f 0.26z2
(4.2)Gross private domestic capital formation in 1939 dollars = I =
y2-16.71+0.78(y14-y21+y9+x3-y22+y5)_j
0.073 yio,_iO.l4 Y12.-I
(4.3)Corporate savings = S,, =
= 3.53 -t-O.72(y - Y20) - 0.028 Y11,-I
(4.4)Corporate profits = P =
= --7.60+ 0.68 YI
(4.5)Capital consumption charges = D =
= 7.25 ±O.OS(y16-i- y16.-I)+ O.044(y13
(4.6)Private employee compensation = W1 =
Y6= -1.40+0.24(y13-x1)+O.24(y13,_1 -x1,_1)+0.29 z6
303(4.7) Number of wage-and-slaryearners=
'- =x4(z.+z5) -1.062+(26.08+y13x10.08 )'16-0.08
2.05z6)--(2.17x 1.062)




(4.10)Index of agricultural prices=pA
Yio1.39y15±32.0
(4.11)End-of-year liquid assets held bypersons=L1=
0.84 Yt1=O.l4(y6+xt_y9+y4_y21_y3+y9+x3_y22)+76.o3(.5)
(4.12)End-of-year liquid assets heldby businessesL2=
Y12= 0.26Y6 1°2(2.5)°.26(y15y15,_j)±0.61 Y12,-1




(4.15)Price index of gross national product=p=
y15=1.062 ys(y7)±(y6+xi)




(4.18)Indirect taxes less subsidjes= T=
Y180.0924 )'1.3607
(4.19)Personal and payroll taxes lesstransfers=T=
Y190.1549y6+0.131 x1-6.9076
(4.20)Corporate income tax= 7' =
Y2o=0.4497±2.7085
(4.21)Personal and corporatetaxes less transfers=
Y21=O.248(y - Y2o)?3) +02695(y
Y15)(}'14Y20Y3)-f
+0.4497 y45.7416
304(4.22)Taxes less transfers associated with farm income = TA =
Y220.05 12(y9+x3)
(4.23)Y23=Yi.,-I
The control variables or instruments are
= W2 = Government employee compensation
= G = Government expenditures for goods and services
= A2 = Government payments to farmers
= NG = Number of government employees.
The exogenous variables not subject to control are
== lnde of agricultural exports
z2 = N = Number of persons in the United States
= N = Number of persons in the labor force
z4 = NE = Number of nonfarm entrepreneurs
z5 = NFNumber of farm operators
z6 = time = 0 for 1929 (= 24 for 1953).
In the control experiments reported below, 1953 was chosen as the first year
of the planning period. Initial values of the endogenous variables Yo and extrapo-
lation formulas for the uncontrollable exogenous variables z (part of,in the
notation of Section 1) are given by Adelman and Adelman (1959, p. 624). The
four control variables have been listed in the last paragraph. When imbedded in
the vector y in the notation of equation (1.2), they become respectively Y24 to Y27.
Three runs have been tried. Run 1 uses endogenous variables 7 (number of wage-
and-salary earners), 13 (real GNP), 14 (real nonwage nonfarm income) and 15
(price index of GNP) as targets, with the value Ispecified for each of the
corresponding 4 diagonal elements of the matrix K, in the welfare function. 'These
target variables are steered to grow at 2, 5, 5 and 1 percent per year respectively
from their initial values at 1952. Run 2 uses variables 13, 15, 26 (government
payments to farmers) and 27 (number of government employees) as target
variables. The target for Y2 is to remain at its historical 1952 value 0.1187, and for
Y27 is to grow 3 percent annually from its estimated 1952 value 9.393. Run 3 uses
variables 7, 15, 26 and 27 as target variables. In effect, runs 2 and 3 tie up two
instruments and uses the remaining two instruments to control real GNP and the
price index, or employment of wage-and-salary earners and the price index.
A major motivation behind the above experiments is to find out whether the
relationship between the general price index and real GNP (or employment) can
be shifted at will by government policy according to the KlcinGoldberger model.
The answer is definitely yes. The specified targets for the price index, real GNP,
and/or employment of wage-and-salary earners are met exactly by the optimal
control solutions of the above 3 runs, ignoring random disturbances. Thus the
government can choose any pricc-GNP or price-employment combination at any
305period as it pleases by applyinggovernment employee compensation andgovern- ment expenditures for goods andservices as the control variables
As pointed out by Chow (1975,pp. 167-8), if the number of targetvariables (the number ofnonzero elements in the p Xp diagonal matrix K,) equals the number qp of control variables, the time path, generated by the deterministic
system (which is obtained byignoring the random disturbancesin a linear econometric model) under optimalcontrol will meet the targetsexactly and the
deterministicpart W1 of the minimumexpected welfare loss will bezero, provided that the submatrix C1,of the matrix C, in thereduced form whoserows correspond to the target variables isof rank q. In the above threeruns, the number of target variablesequals the number of controlvariables, and the matrix C1 for all tin the linearizedreduced form has rank 4. Thusthe targets are met exactly. This illustrates theapplication of control theoryfor linear systems tononlinear econometric systems by theapproach of this paper. Note that,in the theory for controlling known linearsystems, Chow (1975, Chapters7 and 8), it is usefulto decompose the solutionvector y, into its deterministicpart y, (obtained by ignoring r,) and itsstochastic part y"= y, - , due to the randomdisturbances. The same decompositioncan now be achieved byour method for nonlinear systems. The autocovarjaicematrix of y provides thevariances and covariances of the variablesunder control fromtheir mean path j,.It can be derived analytically as in Chow (1975)once the system is linearizedby the method of this paper.
To better appreciatethe reason whygovernment policy can shift therelation- ship between thegeneral price index andreal GNP (or employment),consider the "aggregate demandcurve" and the"aggregate supply curve"implicit in the KleinGoldberger model.The aggregate demandcurve relating price to real GNP can be obtained by solvingthe aggregate demandsector consisting of 16equa- tions: (4.1)(4.4)(4.9), (4.10), (4.13),(4.14), (4.17)(4.22)of the IS sector and equations (4.11) and (4.12)of the LM sector.The aggregate supplycurve is obtained by solving 6equations: (4.5)(4.8), (4.15)and (4.16). We referto the short-run aggregatesupply curve, holdingall lagged dependentvariables con- stant. (4.8) giveswage w as a linear functionof employmentN. (4.7) gives Mas a funtiøn of real GNP,capital stock K, andgovernment employeeCompensation W2. Equations(4.16) and (4.5)explain K by capitalconsumption charges D (investnient I beingpredetermined by equation4.2) and D by K, GNPand W2. yielding K as a functionof GNP and W2. Bothw and N thus becomefunctions of GNP and W2. By(4.15) pricep= 1.062 wN,/(W1+ W2),where the private employee compensationw is also a functionof GNP and W2 byvirtue of (4.6). Hence the resultingaggregate supply curve relatingp to GNP and W2can be shifted by manipulatingthe controlvariable W2. If the aggregatesupply functionrelating price to realGNP or toemployment contains no variableswhich are subject togovernmcontrol, governmepolicy can only shift aggregatedemand and traceout the rigid relationbetween price and real GNP, butcannot achieve more realOutput or employmentwithout inflation. A case in point is therelation between thewage rate andemployment as given by (4.8). Nogovernmepolicy can shift thisrigid relationshipfor the Currentperiod, given the predeterminedvariables. In terms ofcontrol theory,no two instruments
306can steer wage and employment to specified target values as they are linearly
related by (4.8). The matrix C1 has two linearly dependent rows and has rank
smaller than the number of instruments.
We have computed the optimal control solutions for the three runs described
above, and some other related runs, using T= 5 and T= 10 as the planning
horizon. To start the iterations, we arbitrarily let the initial.be the 3 percent
annual growth path for each of the 4 control variables beginning from its historical
value as of 1953: these initial paths are given in Table 1 for Xj and x2. For the first
TABLE I
VALUES OF SELECTED VARIABLES AT TI-IREE SUCCESSIVE PASSES FOR CONTROL BY THE
KLEIN-GOLDBERGER MODEL-RUN 1 (y,Y13, Y14, Y15AS TARGETh).
period 1953, we use the values of the endogenous variables as of 1952 as starting
values for the Gauss-Seidel iterations to solve for given x1953, and use y?953
as starting values to itejate for Y1954, given x1954, etc. Table 1 shows the values of
selected target and control variables for Run I at the three rounds of linearizations
(three "passes" through step (1) of the method of Section 1) required for the
convergence of the target variables to five significant figures. Note how rapidly
these variables converge to the solution, the first pass already near the optimum.
In terms of computing time using the IBM 360-91 computer at Princeton
University, each pass took slightly less than 4 seconds, and the total computer time
for three passes was about 12 seconds. When we ran the experiments for 10
periods instead of 5, the time merely doubled, taking about 24 seèonds for three
passes to convergence. These would be minimization problems involving 40
variables in the alternative approach to deterministic control. Imagine a 120-
variable problem with 4 controls and 30 periods using a quarterly model of similar
size. The alternative approach would be almost prohibitive, but our method would
take about 3 X 24 or 72 seconds. By our method, increasing the number of control
307
Pass 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957
0 15.70 16.17 16.66 17.16 17.67
1 21.15 25.60 29.41 32.95 36.35
2 21.21 26.03 30.63 35.35 40.28
3 21.21 26.03 30.64 35.38 40.35
0 33.50 34.50 35.54 36.61 37.70
1 39.96 45.42 49.68 53.59 57.60
2 39.95 45.40 49.74 53.85 58.11
3 39.95 45.40 49.74 53.85 58.11
0 171.24 171.85 174.41 178.12 182.31
1 180.60 189.64 199.13 209.10 219.58
2 180,60 189.63 199.11 209.07 219.52
3 180.60 189.63 199.11 209.07 219.52
0 204.75 209.28 215.81 223.35 231.26
1 204.52 207.10 210.23 213.80 217.68
2 204.42 206.47 208.55 210.66 212.82












(price index)variables from 4 to 5 would not require much more computing time, since a S x 5
CH,c, matrix is still easy to invert and the hard computing work is performed in
obtaining the linearized reduccd form. By the alternative method, a 120-variable
problem would become a 150-variable problem. (For the same reasons, increas-
ing the number of target variables from 4 to 5 or 6 while keeping the same 4
control variables in our example has produced almost no effect on the computing
time.)
We next examine the coefficients G, and g, in the feedback control equations
for the optimal solution of Run 1 with T = 5. Of the 27 variables in y,.1 (including
4 control variables), only 18 appear in the reduced form, the matrix A, having 9
columns of zeros. Table 2 exhibits coefficients of selected lagged variables in the
TABLE 2
COEFFICIENTS OF SEE.Fui ED LAGGED VARIABLES IN THE FEEDBACK CONTROL EQUATIONS
FOR GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURESRUN I (T= 5)
feedback control equations for government expendituresx. Note that the
coefficients of the lagged expenditure, income and price variablesare all negative,
showing that government expenditures should respond negativelyto recent signs
of economic expansion. The feedback coefficientsare practically identical for
periods 1 through 5 for two reasons. First, since the number of instrumentsequals
the number of target variables and the matrix C1, has fullrank, we have
K,(A, + C',G,) = 0 and H, = K,, as shown in Chow (1975a,pp. 168-9). This means
that the matrix H, in the quadratic loss function V, to beminimized in each future
period is identical. Second, since the linearized reducedform coefficients A, and
C, vary only slightly through time, the solution G, =(CH,C,)'CJ-f,4,will also
be stable through time. The interceptg,, however, is increasing in order to meet
the growing targets as we have specified.
It may be interesting to exhibit parts of the matrices A,, C,and b, for t = 1, 3,5
to show how time-varying they are. Table 3 shows selectedcoefficints of the
TABLE 3
REDUCED FORM COEFFICIENTS FOR CONSUMPTIONFROM THE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONRUN I
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Lagged\'ariable Intercept
Period I 3 5 8 9 12 14 15 g
1 -0.260 -0.109 -0.768 -0.053 -0.768 -0.138 -0.659 -0.015 124.4
3 -0.260 -0.109 -0.768 -0.054 -0.768 -0.138 -0.659 -0.014 137.0
5 -0.260 -0.109 -0.768 -0.055 -0.768 -0.138 -0.659 -0.014 151.0

























Goldberger 0.3219 0.0297 0.2834 0.1027 0.3355 0.2380a
reduced form equation for consumption expendituresYs from the optimal control
solution of run 1. Their stability through time is apparent. The last row of Table 3
reproduces the corresponding coefficients from the study by A. S. Goidherger
(1959, pp. 40-41) on impact multipliers of the Kiein-Goldberger model, although
for numerous reasons, including the differences between the two versions of the
Klein-Goldberger model, the coefficients given by Goidberger should be different
from ours.
if we were to pursue a dynamic policy analysis using the Klein-Goldberger
model or any other nonlinear econometric model by the method of this paper, it
would occupy a substantial volume. Once the model is linearized and the
approximately optimal linear feedback control equations obtained, the methods
of dynamic analysis as described in Goldberger (1959), Adelman and Adelman
(1959), and Chow (1975a) can be applied to study numerous important and
interesting questions of macroeconomic theory and policy. The main purpose of
this paper has been to show that, using our method of feedback cohtrol, the theory
and techniques for controlling linear econometric systems call be made applicable
to nonlinear econometric systems. 'This paper has recommended the feedback
approach, because it appears to be much more useful than the computation of
optimal time paths for the deterministic version of a stochastic control problem
and helps to tie together a significant part of stochastic control theory in
economics.'
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